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In this paper' we reformulate and extend the standard AS-AD growth dynamics of the
Neoclassical Synthesis (stage I) with its traditional microfoundations, as it is for exam-
ple treated in detail in Sargent (1987, eh.5). Our extension does not yet replace the
LM curve with a now standard Taylor rule, as is done in the New Keynesian approaches
(this remains reserved for a future reconsideration of the present baseline model). The
model exhibits sticky wages as well as sticky prices, underutilizedlabor as well as capital,
myopic perfect foresight of current wage and price inflation rates and adaptively formed
medium-run expectations concerning the investment and inflation elimate in which the
economy is operating. The resulting nonlinear .5D dynamics of labor and goods market
disequilibrium (with a traditional LM treatment of the financial part of the economy)
avoids striking anomalies of the conventional model of the Neoclassical synthesis, stage
12 Instead it exhibits Keynesian feedback dynamics proper with in particular asymptotic
stability of its unique interior steady state solution for low adjustment speeds of wages,
prices, and expectations. The loss of stability occurs cyclically, by way of Hopf bifur-
cations, when these adjustment speeds are made sufficiently large, leading eventually to
purely explosive dynamics.
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Locally we thus obtain and prove in detail - for a certain range of parameter values
the existence of damped or persistent fluctuations in the rates of capacity utilization of
both labor and capital, and of wage and price inflation rates accompanied by interest.
rate fluctuations that (due to the conventional working of the Keynes-effect) move in
line with the goods price level. Our modification and extension of traditional AS-AD
growth dynamics, ,13 investigat.ed from the orthodox point of view in Sargent (1987),
see also Chiarella, Flaschel and Franke (2004, Ch.2), thus provides us with a Keynesian
theory of the business cycle. This is so even in the case of myopic perfect foresight,
where the structure of the traditional approach dichotomizes into independent supply-
side real dynamics - that cannot be influenced by monetary policy - and a subsequently
determined inflation dynamics that are purely explosive if t.ho price level is taken as
a predeterrnined variable) turned by Sargent into an always convergent process by an
application of the jump variable technique of the rational expectations school (with
unmotivated jumps in the money wage level however). In our new type of Keynesian
labor and goods market dynamics we by contrast can treat myopic perfect foresight
of both firms and wage earners without any need for the methodology of the rational
expectations approach to unstable saddlepoint dynamics.

If this model loses asymptotic stability for higher adjustment speeds, it does so in a
cyclical fashion, by way of so-called Hopf-bifurcations, which may give rise to persistent
fluctuations around the steady state. However, this particular loss of stability (generated
if some of the speed of adjustment parameters become sufficiently large) is only of a local
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nature (with respect to parameter changes), since eventually purely explosive behavior
is the generally observed outcome, as can be checked by means of numerical simulations.
The considered model type therefore cannot be considered as being complete in such
circumstances, since some additional mechanism is required to bound the fluctuations
to economically viable regions. Downward money wage rigidity is the mechanism we use
for this purpose. Extended in this way, we therefore obtain and study a baseline model
of the DAS-AD variety with a rich set of stability implications for the various types of
business cycle fluctuations that it can generate.

The dynamic outcomes of this baseline disequilibrium AS-AD model can be usefully
contrasted with those of the currently fashionable microfounded New Keynesian alter-
native (the Neoclassical synthesis, stage II) that in our view is more limited in scope, at
least as far as interacting Keynesian feedback mechanisms and thereby implied dynamic
possibilities are concerned. This comparison reveals in particular that one does not al-
ways end up with the typical (in our view strange) dynamics of rational expectation
models, due to certain "types of forward looking behavior, if such behavior is coupled
with plausible backward looking behavior for the medium-run evolution of the economy.
Furthermore, our dual Phillips curves approa.ch to the wage-price spiral indeed performs
quite well also from the empirical point of view," and in particular docs not give rise to
the situation observed for the New (Keynesian) Phillips curve, found to be completely
at odds with the facts in the literature." In our approach standard Keynesian feedback
mechanisms are coupled with a wage-price spiral having a considerable degree of inertia,
with the result that these feedback mechanisms work as is known from partial analysis
in their interaction with the added wage and price level dynamics.

The resulting 5D model type is analyzed with respect to its stability features in section
5 and shown to give rise to local asymptotic stability when certain Keynesian feedback
chains - to some extent well-known to be destabilizing from a partial perspective ~ are
made sufficiently weak, including a real wage adjustment mechanism that is not so well
established in the literature. The there presented somewhat informal analysis is made
rigoros in an appendix to this paper, where the calculation of the Routh-Hurwitz condi-
tions for the involved Jacobians is considered in great detail and where the occurrence of
Hopf bifurcations, i.e., in particular cyclical loss of stability is also reconsidered. Section
(j of the paper concludes and provides an outlook on numerical, empirical and policy
analyses of the model of this paper to be undertaken in two companion papers to the
present one.

2 Traditional AS-AD under myopic perfect foresight.
The 'rational expectations' supply side solution

In the next section we briefly reconsider the fully integrated Keynesian AS-AD model
of the Neoclassical Synthesis, stage I, and show that it gives rise to an implausible
real/nominal dichotomy "-with an appended nominal dynamics of purely explosive type
- when operated under myopic perfect foresight with respect to the price rate of inflation.
Furthermore, money wage levels must then be allowed to jump just as the price level,
despite the presence of a conventional money wage Phillips curve, in order to overcome
the observed nominal instability by means of the rational expectations solution method-
ology (which indeed makes this solution procedure an inconsistent one in the chosen
framework). We conclude from this that this model type is not suitable for a Keyne-
sian approach to economic dynamics which should allow for myopic perfect foresight on
inflation rates without much change in its structure under normal circumstances. In
section 3 we then briefly discuss the New Keynesian approach to economic dynamics
and find there too, that it raises more questions than it helps to answer. Section 4 pro-
poses on this basis a new and nevertheless traditional approach to Keynesian dynamics
proper, by taking note of the empirical facts that both labor and capital can be under- or
overutilized, that both wages and prices can be sticky and that. there are certain climate
expressions surrounding the current state of the economy which add sufficient inertia to
the considered dynamics. '

In this section we briefly discuss the traditional AS-AD growth dynamics with prices
set equal to marginal wage costs, and nominal wage inflation driven by all expectations
augmented Phillips curve. Introducing myopic perfect foresight. (i.e., t.hr: assumption of
no errors with respect t.o the short-run rate of price inflation) into Slid, a Phillips curve
wifl alter the dynamics implied by the model in " radical way, in fa.ct towards a globally
stable (neo- )c1a.;;sieal real growth dynamics with real wage rigidity and thus fluctuating
rates of under- or over-employment. Furthermore, price level dyuainics JlO longer feed
back into these real dynamics and are now unstable in the large. The accepted approach
in the literature is then to go on from myopic perfect foresight to 'rational expectations'
and to construct a purely foreword looking solution (which incorporates the whole future
of the economy) by way of the so-called jump-variable technique of Sargent and Wallace
(1973). This represents in our view howe-ver not a consistent SOIUt,)OIl to t.he dvuamic
results obtained in this model type under myopic perfect. foresight, as we' shall show in
this paper.

The case of myopic perfect foresight. in a dynamic AD-AS model uf business flur.tuations
and growth has been considered in very detailed form in Smw'llt. (E)~7, Ch.Ii). The
model of Sargents (1987, Ch.5) so-called Keynesian dynamics is given by a. standard
combination of AD based on IS-LM, and AS based on t.he condition that prices always
equal marginal wage costs, plus finally an expectations augmented money wage Phillips
Curve or WPC. The specific features that. characterize this textbook treatment of AS-
AD-'NPC are that. investment includes profita.bility considerations besides the real rate
of interest, that there is not immediately a. reduced form PC employed in this dynamic
aualysis, and 111015[', iruport.ant.ly that expect.al.ious are rational (i.c., of the myopic per-
fect. foresight variety in t.he deterministic context}. Consumption is I>",""dou current
disposable income in the traditional way, the LId curve is of standard tyl'(> and there is
neoclassical smooth factor substitution and the assumption that. prices are set. according
to the marginal productivity principle and thus optimal from the viewpoint. of the firm.
These more or less standard ingredients give rise to the following set of equations that.
determine the statically endogenous variables: consumption, investment, government.

3SeeFlaschel and Krolzig (2003), Flaschel, Kanermann and Semmler (2004) and Chen and Flaschel
(2004).

4In this connection, sec for example Mankiw (2001) and with muchmore emphasis Eller and Gordon
(2003), whereas Gali, Gertler and Lopez-Salida (2003) argue in favor of a hybrid fOl1I1of the New
Phillips Curve in order to defend the NewPhillips curve.
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expenditure, output, interest, prices, taxes, the profit rate, employment and the rate
of employment C, I, G, Y, r, p, T, p, Ld, VI and on this basis the dynamically endogenous
variables: the capital stock, labor supply and the nominal wage level K, L, w, for which
laws of motion are provided in the equations shown below.

with y = Y/K = F(l,ld) = f(ld).

Finally, by eq. (7) we obtain

w = J'(ld) , i.e., ld = (J't'(w) = h(w), h' < 0

C c(Y+rB/p-6K-T) (1)
Y-6K_wLd w

(2)I/K i(p-(r-7r))+n, p=
K

1 W=-
p

G gK, g)= const. (3)

Y IS C+I +IiK+G (4)

M LM p(h,y + h2(ro - r)W) (5)

Y F(K,Ld) (6)
AS w/FL(K,Ld) (7)p

ill PC ,6w(V' - V') + tt , VI = Ld/L (8)
MPF P (9)7r

k I/K (10)

L n (= il for analytical simplicity) (11)

Hence, the real dynamics of the model can be represented by the following autonomous
2D dynamical system:

W ,6w(h(w)/1 - VI)
n - (1 - c)6 - g + ct - (1 - c)f(h(w))

It is easy to show, see e.g. Flaschel (1993), that this system is well-defined in the positive
orthant of t.hephase space, has a unique interior steady-state, which moreover is globally
asympt.otically stable in the considered domain. In fact, this is just a Solow (1956)
growth dynamics with a real-wage Phillips curve (real wage rigidity) and thus classical
under- or over-employment. dynamics if V' < n). There may be a full-employment
ceiling in this model type, but t.his is an issue of secondary importance here.

The unique interior steady state of the considered dynamics is given by

Yo _1_[(1_ c)5 +n+ g - ct] = _1_[n+ 9 - t] +6 +t
l-c l-c
r'(yo), Wo = f'(l~), 10 = l~/VI
h,yo, po = 0, r'o = Po = f(l~) - 0 - wol~

We make the simplifying assumptions that all behavior is based on linear relationships in
order to concentrate on the intrinsic nonlinearities of this type of AS-AD-WPC growth
model. Furthermore, following Sargent. (1987, Ch.5), we assume t.hat t = (T - rB/p)/K
is a given magnitude and t.hus, like real government expendit.ure per unit of capital, g, a
parameter of the model. This excludes feedbacks from government bond accumulation
and thus from the government budget. equation on real economic activity. We thus
concentrate on the working of the private sector with minimal interference from the side
of fiscal policy, which is not an issue in this paper. The model is fully backed-up by
budget equations as in Sargent (1987): pure equity financing of firms, money and bond
financing of the government budget deficit and money, bond and equit.y accumulation in
the sector of private households. There is flow consistency, since the new inflow of money
and bonds is always accepted by privat.e households. Finally, Walras' Law of St.ocks and
the perfect substitute assumption for government bonds and equities ensure that equity
price dynamics remain implicit. The LM-curve is thus the main representation of the
financial part of the model, which is therefore still of a very simple type at this stage of
its development.

The treatment of the resulting dynamics turns out to be not very difficult. In fact,
equations (8) and (9) imply a real-wage dynamics of the type:

W = f3w(ld/l- V'), ld = Ld/K,l = L/K.

Keynes' (1936) approach is nearly absent in this type of analysis, which seems to be
Keynesian in nature (AS-AD), but which - due to the neglect of short-run errors in
inflation forecasting - has become in fact of very (neo- )cla.~sical type. The marginal
propensity of consume, the stabilizing element in Keynesian theory, is still present,
but neither investment nor money demand plays a role in the real dynamics we have
obtained from eq.s (1) - (11). Volatile investment decisions and financial markets are
thus simply irrelevant for the real dynamics of this AS-AD growth model when myopic
perfect foresight on the current rate of price inflation is assumed. What, then, remains
for the role of Keynesian "troublemakers", the marginal efficiency of investment and
liquidity preference schedule? The answer again is, in technical terms, a very simple
one:

We have for given w = w(t) = (w/p)(t) as implied by the real dynamics (due to the
1= S assumption):

From K = I = S = Y - 6K - C - G and i = nL we furthermore get

(1 - c)f(h(w)) - (1 - c)1i + ct - 9 = i(f(l) - 5 - wh(w) -,. + p) + n, i,e.

p = ~[(1- e)J(h(w) - (1- c)J + ct - 9 - n] - (f(l) -Ii - wh(w)) + I' = Ij(w, I) +1',
with an added reduced-form LM-equation of the type

n - (y - 6 - c(y - J - t) - g) = n - (1 - e)y - (1- c)o + ct - g, r = (h,f(h(w)) - m)/h2 + TO,
M

m=-.
pK
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• Tn - hd(h(w))m = lew) - g(w, I) - ro + h
2

of Keynesian dynamics, the so-called New Keynesian approach of the macrodynamic
literature.

The foregoing equations imply

as the non-autonomous' differential equation for the evolution of real money balances, as
the reduced form representation of the nominal dynamics." Due to this feedback chain,
m depends positively on the level of m and it seems as if the jump-variable technique
needs to be implemented in order to tame such explosive nominal processes; see Flaschel
(1993), Turnovsky (1995) and Flaschel, Franke and Semmler (1997) for details on this
technique. Advocates of the jump-variable technique, therefore are led to conclude that:
investment efficiency and liquidity preference only playa role in appended purely nominal
processes and this solely in a stabilizing way, though with initially accelerating phases
in the case of anticipated monetary and other shocks. A truly neoclassical synthesis.

By contrast, we believe that Keynesian IS-LM growth dynamics proper (demand driven
growth and business fluctuations) must remain intact if (generally minor) errors in infla-
tionary expectations are excluded from consideration in order to reduce t.he dimension
and to simplify the analysis of the dynamical system to be considered. A correctly for-
mulated Keynesian approach to economic dynamics and fluctuating growth should not
give rise to such a strange dichotomized system wi th classical real and purely nominal
IS-LM inflation dynamics, here in fact of tho most basic jump variable type, namely

The conclusion of this section is that the Neoclassical synthesis, stage I must be con-
sidered a failure on logical grounds and not a valid attempt 'to formalize for students
the relationships among the various hypotheses advanced in Milton Friedman's AEA
presidential address (1968)', see Sargent (1987, 1'.117).

3 New Keynesian AS-AD dynamics. A continuous-
time comparison

The baseline model of New Keynesian macrodynarnics (see e.g. Cali (2000)) is, when,
transferred to continuous time, basically given by the following set of equations, if myopic
perfect foresight is now assumed with respect. to 'next period's' rate of iutt.u.ion in a non-
stochastic environment.:

IS Y(r - ]1), y', IJ

where
, rn - h1yo
m=--- [P=

hz
(Al/K)o~ - htYo],

h2
y' N.4jHU Y((r - 1))0)

if it is assumed for simplicity that the real part is already at its steady stale. This
dynamic equation is of t.he same kind as the one for the Cagan monetary model and can
be treated with respect t.o its forward-looking solution in the same way, '"" it is discussed
in detail for example in Turnovsky (1995, 3.3/4), i.c., the nominal dynamics assumed to
hold under the jump-variable hypothesis in AS-AlJ-WPC is then of a very well-known
type.

However, the basic fact that the AS-AD-WPC model under myopic perfect foresight is
not a consistently formulated one and also not consistently solved is given by its ad hoc
assumption that nominal wages must here jump with the price level l' (10 = "-'p), since
the real wage w is now moving continuously iII time according to the derived real wage
dynamics. The level of money wages is thus now capable of adjusting instantaneously,
which is in contradiction to the assumption of only sluggishly adjusting nominal wages
according to the assumed money wage PC' Furthermore. a properly formulated Key-
nesian growth dynamics should .. besides allowing for un- or over-employed labor - also
allow for lln- or over- employment of the capital stock, at least in certain episodes. Thus
the price level, like the wage level, should better and alternatively be assurncd 10 adjust
somewhat sluggishly; see also Barre (1994) in this regard. We will comc' back to this
observation after the next section which is devoted to new developments ill the area

describes the relationship between the natural rate of employment and t.he natural real
rat.e of interest, and by

The model consists of an IS-curve depondinj; on tho real rate of int.erest. solely, a Taylor
interest rate policy rule ('I'll) based on inflation and output gapli. and a price Phillips
curve (PPC), centered around the natural output. level }/ to which the sl,,,,,ly state level
of the real rate of interest (r - Jl)" is corresponding. This model t.ype is characterized as
Neoclassical Synthesis, stage II, in Gali (2000).

We have simplified the New Keynesian baseline model somewhat by using the short-term
real rate of interest in the IS-curve in the 1'1;1("<> of a long-term rate as in Gali (2000).
Furthermore we do not explicitly pay at.tent.ion to tuargiual costs al1llliul,st.itulion in the
formulation of the pre of t.he model, see however t.h« next section iu t.liis regard. The IS
and the Ppe-curvl' are rcduced···fonn equatious with a price-level oriont.c«! motivation
for the PGeurve (indicated by the subscript l' of t.ho adjustment. sp""d). 'I'll" model is
f,lr [1'0111being H.."i complot« and explicit as !.lit' model of the pn-vious s(~d inn, but can
nevertheless be usefully compared with it with respect to its dynamical kat ures and its
specific reliance CJII the jump-variable technique,

III the TR, we have explicitly employed intlution- as well as output-gaps (as is generally
done), and have assumed that these gaps drive a wedge between the act ual real and the

5sincc the independent (w, l) block will feed into the lUIS as time function.
6Note that we have g(w, l) = -Po in the steady state.
"Sec Flaschel (1993) and Flaschcl, Franke end Semmler (1997) for further investigations along these

lines.
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steady state real rate of interest by the nominal interest rate steering of the monetary
authority. For the PPC, we see that the discrete time formulation of the New PC of
New Keynesian Theory reduces in continuous time to the perfectly foreseen time rate of
change in the rate of inflation, up to a level term (1 - (3)."., due to the discount factor
on future inflation that is employed in this type of approach. It therefore follows that
a positive output gap decelerates inflation in contrast to what more traditional Phillips
curves and the data suggest.

The employed TR can be reduced to (by insertion of thc IS-cmve into it):

9(r - p) .- l' - P - f3r2(Y(" - m - Y) = (r -Il)o + f3" (.". - if), i.e.
r - p g-I((,. - fj)o + j3'2(7f - if)) =: h(7f - if)

if ~, -(1 - (3)7f - f3p(Y(h(lf - if) - Y) = k(,,). k' 0

in its structural presentation, in particular with respect to long-run growth dynamics
and the role of wage formation in the employment and investment decisions of firms.

We are fairly skeptical as to whether the New PPC - in particular due to its slope
is really an improvement over traditional structural approaches which employ separate
equations for wage and price dynamics. Such skepticism is also expressed in Mankiw
(2001) where this New Phillips curve is characterized to be completely at odds with tho
facts. Eller and Gordon (2003) go even further and state that 'the NKPC approach is an
empirical failure by every measure. Cali, Gertler and Lopez-Salido (2003) by contrast
defend this NKPC by now basing it on real marginal costs in t.he place of an output
gap and what they call a simple hyl.rid variant of the NKPC derived from Calvo's
staggered price setting framework. They lind in such a framework 't.hat Iorward-lookiui;
behavior is highly important; the coefficient on exp(·cted future inflatiou is large and
highly significant.'

Chiarella ami Flaschel (1996, 2000) have considered hybrid approaches t.o wage and
price Phillips CIll'VCS in various analytical frameworks, thc forward-looking component
however given by ITt = JlIt~I-l)r (also for wages) and not by 7Tr-l- r Empirical work based
on their Ionuulat.on of the int.eract.ing wage-price) H('~e the introduction to t.his pap!'!',
gellcrally found coefficients significunt.Iy below 0.:1 for the Iorward-Iookiur; (,(JlllpOncllts

in wage and price inflation. Their approach will b(~ introduced now into it. Kcvnesian
Iramework that allows for smooth factor subst.it.ut.ion ::1..') t.h« New Kevncsiau IIW;.Iel and
that abo gives real niarginal v·,rage costs a role ill Uw PPC, tllOUgll Ul1:~ with a significan;
delay in its full impact on t.he price level formation ill t.he production sector. We believe
that this approach provides an import.ant alternative to the New Kevnesi.ui t.heorv "I'
the business cycle, does uot fail OIl empirical grounds, but. indeed pro;'ides a. "trucL~Ir<d
extension of the mainstream model of thc reduced form US iufiar.ion dynamics of Eller
and Gordon (20()3) with a great potential for further generalizations. Furthermore, this
extension f('UWVCS all logical inconsistcnr-ies of the Nooclassicul synthesis, ~tagc 1 WIWll

embedded into it as we shall show in t.lu- next. t.wo .'ivct,ions.

which is a well-defined representation, since .r/ > 0 holds true. VVe.thus get that t.he
actual real rat.e of interest is a well-defined and strictly increasing function of the inflation
gap, due to the interest rate policy adopted and due to the working of the goode market.
Inserting this result. into the New Keynesian PC gives

wit.h Y' < 0, g' > O. This latter equation implies a positive relationship between inll.n.ion
.".and its rate of change if (3 is chosen sufficiently close t.o I.

Again, advocates of the jump-variable technique are able to tame the explosive dynamics
suggested by the above law of motion as in t.he preceding section, but now applied to the
rate of inflation.". in the place of the price level p (or real balances m). The price-level
is thus no longer allowed to jump in this type of approach (which is very reasonable
from the empirical perspective), but only its rate of challge rr , and this in the usual way,
here to its new steady state value in t.he case of unanticipated shocks. and through in
time accelerating adjustment to the new steady-state value iu the case of anticipated
shocks (which have changed the steady st.ato position of the economy}. We thus have
isolated from the model the law of motion that drives price inflation, which in turn has
to be used to determine the dynamics of output and interest in a next step. From the
viewpoint of logical consistency such a procedure cannot. really be questioned, though
the employed jumps towards purely forward-looking convergent solut ions are generally
only poorly motivated (if they are at. all motivated). We would prefer here to have
structural wage as well as price Phillips curves, in particular in comparison of what is
discussed in the next section.

y Y(1' -.".) and
11,(.".- if).

\Vc Hot ice finally t.hat hy brid approuches ba ..,(~d Oil Iorv..'ard and l.ackward looking 1)(.

havior (comparable t.o the Due of til" following seetiou) have iudeed sturt.ecl to rect',iVl'
some attention by researchers in t.he muinstrearn area, see for example RucldHlsch and
Svensson (1999). Our subsequent modelling of sluggishly updat'>ll climate expressions
for inflation us well as for excess profitahilitv has t.aken such hybrid forms of expect".
tions format.ion into account from the very beginning, see Chiarella and Flasclu-l (1996),
initially in order to avoid the anomalies of t.he Neoclassical synthesis, stage I. A detailed
theoretical and numerical investigation in comparison to the work of Rudebusoh and
Svensson (1999) and its detailed considerut.ion of Taylor rules is provided in Chiarella.
Flaschel and Franke (20{H, Ch.S}, B(ISf~d on such observat ious we are IlIlW going t.n
prnst'ut an altnruative approach to New Kevnesian llli\.cI'oc1ynH.lllics that rnav h(~«harac-
t',!'i,ed as hcilJg of r.raditiunal type still, IHI't of a uiat.urc j('cynesian typ« in;'e"d (but. ill

any case nut reully as )IH:~W'). This approuch, as oxt.eusion of t-.llt~ Ncoclussk-ul syut.hosix,
sf agp I, with now forward and backward looking d"II1{'nts in its wage-spiraL allows for
strong inertia. in inflation dynamics, without ns:,:,uIIIing adaptive expectations for the
prediction of future short-run rates of inflation.

In this New Keynesian dynamics we now however have in contrnst to the Neoclas-
sical synthesis, stage I - an evolution of the inflation rate that depends indecd on the
characteristics of the real sector, and that feeds back into this sector according to the
interdependent evolution of tilt' variahles

l' - 7f

This is clearly an advantage in comparison to the dynamics considered in the preceding
section. However, the model of the prececling section is much more explicit a.nd complete
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Remark: Assuming a dynamic adjustment rule for the nominal interest rate in the
place of the static one of this section, such as for example:

arrive at the following two Phillips Curves for wage and price inflation, which in this
core version of the model are formulated in a fairly symmetric way.

Structural form of the wage-price dynamics:

,6w(V1 - VI) + /'''wP + (1 - Kw)If"',

,6'J(VC
- f/C) + KpW + (1 - K,,)If"'.

would imply together with

a 2D sacldlepoint dynamics to which the jump-variable technique can again be applied
in the usual way (if the interest rate smoothing parameter ,6e, is not chosen too large).

Inllationary expectations over the medium run, tt'"; i.e., the inflationary climate in which
current wage and price inflation is operating, may be adaptively following the actual rate
of inflation (by use of some exponential weighting scheme), may be based on a rolling
sample (with hump-shaped weighting schemes), or on other possibilities for updating
expectations. For simplicity of exposition we shall make use of the conventional adaptive
expectations mechanism in the presentation of t.he full model below. Besides demand
pressure we thususe (as cost pressure expressions) in the t.wo PC's weight.ed averages of
this economic climate and the (foreseen) relevant cost. pressure term for wage setting and
price settiug. In this way we get. two PC's with very analogous building blocks, which
despite their traditional outlook will have int.erest.ing and novel implications. These two
Phillips curves have been estimated for the US-"conomv in various wavs iu Fluschel and
Krolzig (200:3), Flaschel, Kauennann and Semmler (20ri4) ami Chen a;1([Fluschel (2004)
and found to represent. a significant improvement over singl« rcduced-Iorm price Phillips
curves, with wage flexibility being greater than price lIexibilit.y with respect. to demand
pressure in the market. for goods and for labor, respectively. Note that. such a finding is
not possible in the conventional framework of a single redur.ed-form Phillips curve.

Note that for our current version, the inflationary climate variable does not. matter for
the evolution of the real wage w = wlp , the law of motion of which is given by:

4 Keynesian AS-AD disequilibrium dynamics: An
alternative baseline model

We have already observed that a Keynesian model of aggregate demand fluctuations
should (independent.ly of whether justification can be found in Keynes' General Theory)
allow for under- (or over-)utilized labor as well as capital in order to he general enough
from the descriptive point. of view. As Barra (1994) for example observes IS-LM is (or
should be) based on imperfectly flexible wages and prices and thus on the consideration
of wage as well as price Phillips Curves. This is precisely what we will do in the following,
augmented by the observation that medium-run aspects count both in wage and price
adjustment as well as in investment behavior, here still expressed in simple terms by
the introduction of the concept. of an inflation as well as an investment climate. These
economic climate terms are based on past observation, while we have model-consistent
expectations with respect to short-run wage and price inflation. The modification of the
traditional AS-AD model of section 2 that we shall introduce now thus treats expecta-
tions in a hybrid way, myopic perfect foresight on the current rates of wage and price
inflation on the one hand and an adaptive updating of economic climate expressions,
with exponential weighting scheme here especially, on the other hand.

In light of the foregoing discussion, we assume here two Phillips Curves or PC's in the
place of only one. In this way we provide wage and price dynamics separately, both based
on measures of demand pressure VI- Vi, VC- vc, in the market. for labor and for goods,
respectively. We here denote by Vi the rate of employment on the labor market and by
VI the NAIRU-level of this rate, and similarly by VC the rate of capacity utilization of
the capital stock and vc the normal rate of capacity utilization of firms. These demand
pressure influences on wage and price dynamics, or on the formation of wage and price
inflation, W, p, are here both augmented by a weighted average of cost-pressure terms
based on forward-looking perfectly foreseen price and wage inflation rates, respectively,
and a backward looking measure of the prevailing inflationary climute, symbolized by
1[m. Cost pressure perceived by workers is thus a weighted average of the currcntlv
evolving price inflation rate P and some longer-run concept. of price inflation, 1r"', based
on past observations. Similarly, cost pressure perceived by firms is given by 11 weighted
average of the currently evolving (perfectly foreseen) wage inflation rate 'iiI and again
the measure of the inflationary climate in which the economy is operating. We t.hus

This follows ensily from tho obviously equivalent rcpresoutat.ior: of the above two PC's:

#wWI - Cel) + K.w(Jj - If"'),

,Bp(V' - V·'·) + "'p(,il - If"'),

by solving for the variables 'Ii! - If'" and p - n'", It also implies the two across-markets
or reduced form PC's given by:

p = ,*ip(VC
_ Ve) + Kl,~i",(VI _ Ji'I)] + 1["',

'iiI = K1i3w(V1 - VI) + KwfJp(Y' - lie,)] + n'",

which represent a considerable generalization of t.he conventional view of il single-marker.
price PC with only one measure of demand pressure, the one in tlu- labor market.
This traditional expectat.ions-augmentad PC formally resembles the above reduced form
jJ-equat.ion if Ohm's Law holds in the sense of a strict positive correlation bet.ween
V' - Vc, Vc = YIYP and Vi - VI, Vi = LdIL, our measures of demand pressures on
the market for goods and for labor. Yet, the coefficient in front of the traditional PC
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would even in this situation be a mixture of all of the (3'sand ",'s of the two originally
given PC's and thus represent a composition of goods and labor market characteristics.

With respect to the investment climate we proceed similarly and assume that this climate
is adaptively following the current risk premium E = p- (r-jJ)), the excess of the actual
profit rate over the actual real rate of interest (which is perfectly foreseen). This gives"

potential output has been reached, in line what is assumed in the wage PC and demand
pressure on the labor market. The idea behind this assumption is that there is imperfect
competition on the market for goods so that firms raise prices before profits become zero
on the margin.

Sargent (1987, Ch.5) not only has myopic behavior throughout, but also always the
perfect - but empirically questionable - establishment of the condition that the price
is given by marginal wage costs. This 'limit case' of the dynamic AS-AD model of this
section is not a meaningful model, in particular since it is not at all closely related
in its dynamic properties to situations of very fast adjustment of prices and climate
expressions to currently correctly observed inflation rates and excess profitability.

There is still another motivut.ion available for the imperfect price level adjustment we are
assuming instead, For reasons of simplicity, we here consider the case of a Cobb-Douglas
production function, given by Y = J(Q L1-n, solely. According to the above we have

im = (3,m(E - Em), E = p+ jJ- r,

which is directly comparable to

We believe that it is very natural to assume that economic climate expressions evolve
sluggishly in view of their observed short-run analogs. It is however easily possible to
introduce also forward looking components into the updating of the climate expressions,
for example based on the p' concept of central banks and related potential output
calculations. The investment function of the model of this section is now given simply
by i(em) in the place of irE).

We have now covered all modifications needed to overcome the extreme conclusions of
the traditional AS-AD approach under myopic perfect foresight. as t.hey were sketched
in section 2. The model simply incorporates sluggish price adjustment besides sluggish
wage adjustment. and makes use of certain delays in the cost pressure terms of its wage
and price PC and in its investment function. In the Sargent (1987) approach to Keyne-
sian dynamics we have that (3,m, (3~m, (3p are all set equal to infinity and Uc set equal to
one, which implies that only current inflation rate and excess profit.abilities matter for
the evolution of the economy and that prices are perfectly flexible, so that full capacity
utilization, not only normal capacity utilization, is always achieved. This limit case has
however little in common with the properties of the model of this section.

This brings us to one point that still needs definition and explanation, namely the
concept of the rate of capacity utilization that we will be using in the presence of
neoclassical smooth factor substitution, but. Keynesian over- or under-employment. of
the capital stock. Actual use of productive capacity is of course defined in reference to
actual output Y. As measure of potential output yl' we associate with actual output Y
the profit-maximizing output with respect to currently given wages and prices. Capacity
utilization VC is therefore measured relative to the profit maximizing output level anel
thus given by?

which for given wages and prices defines potential ernployrnr-nt Siruilarly, we define
competitive prices as the level of prices 7'c where

holds true. From those definitions we get the relationship:

l' (1 - a)J(n(Ld)-n
- (£I'I Ld)"P; - (1 - a)J(n(£1')-u =

Due to this we obtain from the definitions of i», £7' and their implication YIYP =
(Ld ILP)I-n an expression that relates the above price ratio to the rat" of capacity uti-
lization as defined in this section:

p Y-<>
Pc = (Y)>=;; or

)J. V" "
--= (-)"" = (Vc);c-;;.
p v»

Vlfe thus get. that. (for v- = 1) upward adjustment of the rate of capacity utilization
to full capacity utilization is positively correlated with downward adjustment of actual
prices to their competitive value and vice versa. In particular in the special case a = 0.5
we would get as reformulated price dynamics the formula:

VC = YIYP with YP = F(K, £P), w = FrJ]{, £P). which resembles the New Phillips curve of the New Keynesian approach as far as the
reflection of demand pressure forces by means of real marginal wage costs are concerned.
Price inflation is thus increasing when competitive prices (and thus nominal marginal
wage costs) are above the actual ones and decreasing otherwise (ncg!('cting UH~cost-push
terms for t.he moment.). This shows that our uudcrst.mding of t.h« rat« of capacity ut i-
lization in the framework of neoclassical smooth factor substitution is related to demand
pressure terms as used in New Keynesian approaches'? and thus further motivated in

where Y is determined from the IS-LM equilibrium block in the usual way. We have
assumed in the price PC as normal rate of capacity utilization a rate that is less than
one and t.hus assume in geueral that demand pressure leads to price inflation, before

811lour response to Voluplllai (2003), sec Chiarella, Plaschcl, Groh and Semmler (2003), we have
used a slightly different expression for the updating of the investment climate, in this regard see the
introductory observation in section 6 below,

91n intensive form expressions the following gives rise to V' = vlv" with yP = f( (I') -l (w)) ill terms
of the notation we introduced in section 2.

lUsee also Powell and Murphy (1997) for a closely related approach. there applied to an empirical
study of the Australian economy.
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its adoption. Actual prices will fall if they axe above marginal wage costs to a sufficient
degree. However, our approach suggests that actual prices start rising before marginal
wage costs are in fact established, i.e. in particular, we have that actual prices are always
higher than the competitive ones in the steady state.

We note that the steady state of the now considered Keynesian dynamics is the same as
the one of the dynamics of section 2 (with f~n = 0, v;,c = VC, V'; = Ill, y~ = Yo/\I~C, I~ =
f-I(y~) in addition). Furthermore, the dynamical equations considered above have of
course to be augmented still by the ones that have remained unchanged by the modifica-
tions just considered. The intensive form of all resulting static and dynamics equations
is presented below, on the basis of which we then start the stability analysis of the
baseline model of the next section. The modifications of the AS-AD model of section
2 proposed in the present section imply that it no longer dichotomizes and that the
jump-variable technique can no longer be sensibly applied. Instead, the steady state
of the dynamics is locally asymptotically stable under conditions that are reasonable
from a Keynesian perspective, loses its asymptotic stability by way of cycles (by way of
so-called Hopf-bifurcations) and becomes sooner or later globally unstable if (generally
speaking) adjustment speeds become t.oo high.

V'Ieno longer have state variables in the model that. can be considered as being not
predetermined, but in fact can reduce the dynamics t.o an autonomous system in the
five predetermined state variables: the real wage, real balances per unit of capital, full
employment labor intensity, and the expressions for the inflation and the investment
climate. When the model is subject to explosive forces, it requires extrinsic nonlin-
eeritles in economic behavior, assumed to coming into affect far off the steady state,
that bound the dynamics to an economically meaningful domain in the 5D state space.
Asada, Chiarella, Flaschel and Hung (2004) provide details of such an approach and its
numerical investigation.

Summing up we can state that we have arrived at a model type that. is much more com-
plex, but also much more convincing, that. the labor market dynamics of the traditional
AS-AD dynamics of the Neoclassical synthesis, st.agc I. We now have 5 in the place of
only three laws of motion, which incorporate myopic perfect foresight without any sig-
nificant impact on the resulting Keynesian dynamics. We can handle factor utilization
problems both for labor and capital without assuming a fixed propositions technology.
i.e., can treat AS-AD growth with neoclassical smooth factor substitution, We have
sluggish wage as well as price adjustment processes with cost pressure terms that are
both forward and backward looking, and that allow for the distinction between tempo-
rary and permanent Inflationary shocks. We have a unique interior steady state solution
of (one must stress) supply side type, generally surrounded by business fluctuations
of Keynesian short-run as well as medium-run type. Our DAS-AD growth dynamics
therefore exhibits a variety of features that are much more in line with a Keynesian
understanding of the features of the t.rade cycle than is the case for the conventional
modelling of AS-AD growth dynamics.

Taken together the model of this section consists of the following five laws of motion for
real wages, real balances, the investment climate, labor intensity and the inflationary

climate:

1\;[(1 _1ip)(3w(ld /1 - VI) - (1 - Kw)(3p(Y/YP _ j;'C)]
-fi - iEm

(3,,,, (p +P - r - e'")
-ifm

(12)
(13)
(14)

(15)
(Hi)

We here already employ reduced-form expressions throughout and consider the dynamics
of the real wage, w, real balances per unit of capital, m, the investment climate em, labor
intensity, I, and the inflationary climate, 11'" on the basis of the simplifying assumptions
that natural growth n determines also the trend growth term in the investment function
as well as money supply growth. The above dynamical system is to be supplemented by
the following static relationships for output, potential output and employment (all per
unit. of capital) and the rate of interest. and the rate of profit:

1
11 1_)i''''+n+g-t]+6+1 (17)

v" J((f')-l(W)), F(l,U/K) = J(I") = y",Fd1,U/K)) ~ .1"'(1") = o.J (18)
r rl(y) (19)

r r.,+ (hly - m)/h2 (20)
p y-o_wld (21)

which have to be inserted into them in order to obtain an autonomous system of 5
differential equations that is in a natural or intrinsic way nonlinear. We 1I0te however
that there are many items that reappear ill various equations, or are similar to each
other, implying that stability analysis can exploit a variety of lineal' dependencies in
the calculation of the conditions for local asymptoti« stability. This dynamical system
will be investigated in the next section in somewhat informal terms and, with slight.
modifications, in a rigorons way in the appendix to this paper.

As the model is now formulated it exhibits- besides the well-known real rat.e of interest.
channel (giving rise to dest.abilizing Mundell-effects generally tamed by the application
of the jump variable technique - another real feedback channel, see figure 1, which we
have called the Rose real wage effect, based on the work of Rose (1967), in Chiarella. and
Flaschel (2000). This channel is completely absent from the considered New Keynesian
approach and it is in a weak form present in the model of the Neoclassical synthesis, stage
I, due to the inclusion of the rate of profit into the considered investment function. The
Rose effect however only gives rise to a clearly distinguishable and significant feedback
channel, however, if wage and price flexibilities are both finite and if aggn'gate demand
depends on t.he income distribution between wages and profits. In t.h« traditional AS-AD
model of section 2 it only gives rise to a directly stabilizing depeudence of the growt.h
rate of real wages on their level, while in our mature form of this AS-AD analysis it
works through the interaction of the law of motion (12) for real wages. the investment
climate and the IS-curve we have derived on this basis. The real marginal costs effect
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5 Feedback-guided ,8-stability analysisof the New Keynesian approach is here present in addition, in the denominator of the
expression we are using for rate of capacity utilization, and contributes to some extent
to stability should the Rose effect by itself be destabilizing.

We thus have now two feedback channels interacting in our extended DAS-AD dynamics
which in specific ways exhibit stabilizing as well as destabilizing features (Keynes vs.
Mundell effects and normal vs. adverse Rose effects). A variety of further feedback
channels of Keynesian macrodynamics are investigated in Chiarella, Flaschel, Groh and
Semmler (2000). The careful analysis of these channels and the partial insights that can
be related with them form the basis of the 5D stability analysis of the next section and
the appendix to this paper. Such an analysis differs radically from the always convergent
jump-variable analysis of the rational expectations school in models of the Neoclassical
synthesis, stage I and stage II and other approaches to macrodynamics.

In this section, we illustrate an important method to prove local asymptotic stability of
the interior steady state of the considered dynamics, through partial motivations from
the feedback chains that characterize this baseline model of Keynesian dynamics. Since
the model is an extension of the standard AS-AD growth model we know from the
literature that there is a real rate of interest effect typically involved, first analyzed by
formal methods in Tobin (1975), see also Groth (1992). There is the stabilizing Keynes-
effect based on activity-reducing nominal interest rate increases following price level
increases, which provides a check to further price increases. Secondly, if the expected
real rate of interest is driving investment and consumption decisions (increases leading
to decreased aggregate demand), there is the stimulating (partial) effect of increases in
the expected rate of inflation that may lead to further inflation and further increases
in expected inflation under appropriate conditions. This is the so-called Mundell-effect
that works opposite to the Keynes-effect, but also through the real rate of interest rate
channel as just seen.

The Keynes-effect is the stronger the smaller the parameter h2 characterizing the interest
rate sensitivity of money demand becomes, since the reduced-form LM equation of our
model simply reads:

/ Asset ,

\ ,~~~~s:r:~ .'
, -- -

r ="0 + (h111- rn)/h2, y = Y/K,rn = M/(pK).

The Mundell-effect is the stronger the faster the inflationary climate adjusts to the
present. level of price inflation, since we have

and since both rates of capacity utilization depend positively on the investment climate
Em which in turn is driven by excess profitability E = P + P - T. Excess profitability _
as shown - in turn depends positively on the inflat.ion rate and thus on the inflationarv
climate as t.he reduced-form price Phillips curve shows in particular. ..

There is - as we already know .- a further potentially (at. least partially) destabilizing
feedback mechanism as the model is formulated. Excess profitability depends positively
on the rate of return on capital p and thus negatively on the real wage w. We thus get.
- since consumption does not yet depend on the real wage - that real wage increases
depress economic activity (though with the delay that is caused by our concept of an
investment climate transmitting excess profitability to investment behavior). From our
reduced-form real wage dynamics

Figure 1: Rose effects: The real wage channel of Keynesian macrodynamics .

Figure 2 indicates that the real wage channel will be stabilizing when investment reacts
stronger than consumption to real wage changes (which is the case in our model type,
since consumption does not depend on the real wage here at all) if this is coupled with
wages being more flexible than prices, in the sense that eq. (12) establishes a positive
link between economic activity and induced real wage changes. If this latter relationship
becomes however a negative one, then a sufficient degree of price level flexibility will
destabilize the economy, since shrinking economic activity due to real wage increases
will then induce further real wage increases, due to a price level that is falling faster
than the wage level in this state of depressed markets for goods and for labor. We
stress here that the degree of forward looking behavior in both the wage and the price
level dynamics is also important here, since these weights also enter the crucial eq. (12)
describing the dynamics of real wages for any given state of economic activity.

we thus obtain that price flexibility should be bad for economic stability due to the
minus sign in front of the parameter fip while the opposite should hold true for the
parameter that characterizes wage flexibility. This is a situation as it was already in-
vestigated in Rose (1967). It gives the reason for our statement that. wage flexibility
gives rise to normal and price flexibility to adverse Rose effects as far as real wage
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adjustments are concerned. Besides real rate of interest effect, establishing opposing
Keynes- and Mundell-effects, we thus have also another real adjustment process in the
considered model where now wage and price flexibility are in opposition to each other,
see Chiarella and Flaschel (2000) and Chiarella, Flaschel, Groh and Semmler (2000) for
further discussion of these as well as other feedback mechanisms in Keynesian growth
dynamics.

There is still another adjustment speed parameter in the model, the one that determines
how fast the investment climate is updated in the light of current excess profitability.
This parameter will play no decisive role in the stability investigations that follow,
but will become important in the alternative stability analysis to be considered in the
appendix to the paper. In the present stability analysis we will however focus on the role
played by h2, (3w,(3p, (3~m in order to provide one example of asymptotic stability of the
interior steady state position by appropriate choices of these parameter values, basically
in line with the above feedback channels of partial Keynesian macrodynamics.

The above adds to the understanding of the dynamical system (12) - (16) whose stability
properties are now to be investigated by means of varying adjustment speed parameters.
With the feedback scenarios considered above in mind, we first observe that the infla-
tionary climate can be frozen at its steady state value, here 1r~' = f<1 - n = 0, if (3r.'" = (J

is assumed. The system thereby becomes 4D and it can indeed be further reduced to 3D
if in addition (3w = 0 is assumed, since this decouples the I-dynamics from the remaining
dynamical system in w, Tn, c'".

Furthermore, the entries J23, J33 can be made as large as desired by choosing h2, the
carrier of the Keynes-effect, sufficiently small. This immediately implies that all principal
minors of order 2 are then nonnegative (their sum 0.2 is positive), while trace J < 0 is
directly visible (= -all. And for det J == -a3 one easily gets by way of the linear
dependencies present in the Jacobian of the considered 3D dynamics:

0> del. J > -.111J23J32

which - taken together - implies that all coefficients Il.l, (1.2, 0.3 of the Routh Hurwitz
polynomial are positive and in addition fulfill a,a2 - 0.3 > o. •

Proposition 2:

Assumc in addition that the parameters flw is now postlire and chosen suffi-
ciently small. Then: The interior steady state of the impl-ied 4D dimnmical
system [uhcre the law of motion [or I has now been inusnated}

We intentionally will consider the stability of these 3D subdynamics - and its subsequent
extensions - in informal terms here, reserving rigorous calculations for an alternative
scenario to be presented and investigated in the appendix. In this way we hope to show
to the reader how one can proceed from low to high dimensional analysis in such stability
investigations. This method has been already applied to various other often much more
complicated dynamical systems, see Asada, Chiarella, Flaschel and Franke (2003) for a
variety of typical examples.

Proposition 1:

W ,,[(1- I<p)(Jw(ld/l- ~'l) - (1 -l<w)[3p(Y/Yl' - V')]
,it -iEm

- ,,[/i,,(y/yP - f/') + "p/'w(ld/I - VI)]
rm 13cm(p + 1«,dp(Y/YP(w) - V·') + I<pp",(ld /1 - Vl)]_ r - Em)
.[ -ifm

is locally asymptot.ically stable.

Sketch of proof: Exploiting the many linear dependencies shown in the considered
dynamical system one can easily reduce the right hand side of the Jacobian of the
dynamics at the steady state to:

Assume that the parameters h2, Pp ere chosen sufficiently small and that the
f'i.w, I<p parameters do not. equal Y. Then: The interior steady state of the
reduced 3D dynamical syst.em

(1 - ",,)Pw(ld/I- VI)
-Pp(y/yp(w) - f/')
p,m(p - T - Em)

-,,(1 - I<w)(3p(Y/YP(w) - V')
-ifm

- "Pp(y/yp(w) - V')
(3,m(p + t<{,p(Y/YP(w) - V') - 1· - em)

without any change in the sign of its determinant. Continuing in this way one can then
even obtain:

is locally asymptotically stable. (1 - r;},)rju,(l~/I- VI)
-Pr'(Yo/Yl'(w) - V')

P h1Ya -"In
- em --/-/'2--

Sketch of proof: Assuming h2, rip sufficiently small gives for the Jacobian J at the
steady state the sign structure:

. 1n-u 1
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W K[(l - Kp)(3w(ld II - VI) - (1 - K",)(3p(YlYP - VC)]
m _7rm - ie'" - K[(3p(yjyP - VC) + Kpf3",W II - VI)]
Em f3,m(p + K[(3p(ylyP(w) - Ve) + Kpf3",(ld II - VI)] + tt'" - T - Em)

-ifm

to add further extrinsic or behavioral nonlinearities to the model in order to bound
the generated business fluctuations. Such issnes will be further explored in companion
papers from the numerical and the empirical perspective, see Asada, Chiarella, Flaschel
and Hung (2004) and Chen, Chiarella, Flaschel and Semmler (2004).

We conclude from this section that. Keynesian dynamics proper - wit.h labor and capital
both over- or underutilized in the course of the generated business fluctuations integrates
Important feedback channels based on partial perspecti ves into a consistent whole, wit.h
all behavior and budget. rcst.rictions fully specified. \-Ve can have damped oscillations
persistent fluctuations or even explosive oscillations in such a framework where t1H.:
latter have however t.o be confronted with certain behavioral nonlinearities in order to
allow for viable business fluctuations. Moreover, a variety of well-known stabilizing or
destabilizing feedback channels are still excluded from the present. stage of the modelling
of Keynesian macrodynamics, such as wealth effects in consumption or Fisher debt effects
in investment behavior, which define the agenda for future extensions of this model type.

again without change in the signs of the determinants to be calculated at each step. The
sign of the determinant of the now corresponding Jacobian is however easily shown to
be positive. The eigenvalue zero of the sitnation where the 4D system is considered for
(3", = 0 thus mnst become negative if the change in (3w is sufficiently small, since the
other three eigenvalues must then cont.inue to have negative real parts. •

Proposition 3:

Assume in addition that the parameters (3"m is now positive and chosen sur
ficiently small. Then: The interior steady state of the full 5D dynam·ical
system (umere the state narioble 7rm is now moving)

6 Conclusions and outlook

'vVehave considered in this paper extensious and modifications of the t.radit.ional and the
current approach to AS-AD growth dynamics that allow us to avoid the logical incon-
sistencies of the Neoclassical synthesis, stage I, and also the strange feedback structure
of New Keynesian approach, the Neoclassical synthesis, stage II, that both arise from
the pure dominance of the assumption of perfect. foresight within these two frameworks
coupled with certain marginal equilibrium relationships. Meanwhile conventional wis-
dom in these two approaches then avoids the stability problems of these model types by
Just assuming global asymptotic st.abilit.y through t.he adoption of non-predetermined
variables and the application of the so-called jump-variable technique.

This approach of the Rational Expectations Schoo] is however much more than just
the consideration of rational expectations, but. in fact, the assumption of hyperporfecl.
foresight 011 the future course of the economy coupled with a solution technique that
avoids all potential instabilities of macrodyuamic economic: systems by assumption. In
the present context. this approach would impose the condition that. prices - and also
nominal wages (Dr inflation rates, in the New Keynesian approach) must be allowed
to jump in a particular way in order t.o establish bv assumption the stabilitv of the
investigated dynamics. .. ,.

By contrast, our alternative approach - which allows for sluggish wage as well as price
adjustment, in view of unbalanced labor as well as product. markets, and also for certain
economic climate variables, representing the medium-run evolution of inflation and prof-
itability differentials - completely bypasses such stability assumptions. Instead it. shows
in a very detailed way local asymptotic stability under certain parameter restrictions
(very plausible from the perspective of partial Keynesian theorizing), cyclical loss of
local stability towards persistent. economic fluctuations when these assumptions are vio-
lated (if speeds of adjustment become sufficiently high), and even explosive fluctua.tions
in the case of further increases of the crucial speeds of adjustment of the model. In the

is locally asymptotically stable.

Sketch of proof: As for proposition 2, by now simply making use of t.he rows corre-
sponding to the laws of motion for I and m in order to reduce the row corresponding to
the law of motion for 7rm to the form (0,0,0, 0, ~), again without change in the sign of
the determinant.s of the accompanying Jacobians. The fifth eigenvalue must therefore
change from zero to a negative value if t.he parameter (3" is made positive (but not. too
large). •

We observe that the parameters {Jp and Prrm have been chosen such that adverse Rose
and destabilizing !viundell-effects are both week and accompanied by a strongly stabi-
lizing Keynes-effect. Due to onr reliance on the continuity of eigenvalues with respect.
to parameter changes we however had to choose in addition that also ,13", should be suf-
ficiently small. This is possibly not really necessary, since wage flexibility is stabilizing
from the part.ial perspective. Not.e however that the size of the parameter Em is not at all
restricted in the present approach to (3 -stability. This will be different in the stability
analysis that follows in the appendix to this paper.

We finally observe that loss of stability can only occur - due to the unchanged sign of
the calculated det.erminants - by way of Hopf-bifurcations, i.e., in particular through
the generation of cycles in the real-nominal interactions of the model. Such loss of
stability is here possible if prices become sufficiently flexible compared to wage flexibility,
leacling to an adverse t.ype of real wage adjustment, and if the inflationary climate
expression is updated sufficiently fast, i.e., if the system looses the inertia - we have
built into it - t.o a sufficient degree. These are typical feedback structures of a properly
formulated Keynesian dynamics that may give rise to local instability and thus the need
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latter case extrinsic nonlinearities have to be introduced in order to tame the explosive
dynamics as for example in some of the situations considered in Chiarella and Flaschel
(2000, Ch.6,7).

can be trapped in a stable depression as in the case of complete downward rigidity of
money wages. The two situations just discussed are illustrated by th" figure 2 in the
real wage and labor intensity phase subspace of the full 5D dynamics, where the latter
situation is also augmented by a time series plot for the real wage with a characteristic
asymmetry between booms and depressions (with a phase length of around sixty years
of the generated income distribution dynamics). Interest rate policy rules can dampen
the fluctuations Hhm""111 hut are in generul t.on weak to allow for a disa.ppparance of the
persistency of the eudogcuously ge,wraU:d business cycle of t.ho privar.« sed.or of the
economy.

The stability features of our properly formulated Keynesian dynamics are based on
specific interactions of traditional Keynes- and Mundell-effects or real rate of interest
effects (here present only in the employed investment function) with so-called Rose or
real-wage effects, see Chiarella and Flaschel (HlfJG, 2(00) for their introduction, which
in the present framework simply means that, increasing wage flexibility is stabilizing; and
increasing price flexibility destabilizing, based on t.h« fact. that aggregat.e demand here
always depends negatively on the real wage (due (0 the assumed investment function)
and based on the extended types of Phillips curves we have employed in out' new approach
to traditional Keynesian macrodynamics, The interaction of these three effects is what
explains the obtained stability results under the then not very demanding assumption of
myopic perfect foresight and thus gives rise to a traditional type of Keynesian business
cycle theory, not at all plagued by the inconsistencies of standard AS-AD dynamics.

The model of this paper will he numerically explored and estimated in two compan-
ion papers, Asada, Chiarella, Flaschel and Hung (2004) and Chen, Chiarella, Flaschol
and Semmler (2004) in order to analyze in greater depth and also with an empirical
background the interaction of the various feedback channels present in the considered
dynamics. At that point. we will then also make use of Taylor interest rate policy rules
in the place of the traditional LM curve so far employed in order to study the working
of monetary policy in a modern institutional context. Our work on related models sug-
gests that the interest rate policy rule (even if suitably augmented) may not be sufficient.
to tame the explosive dynamics in all relevant. situations. Vv'ewill then therefore also
make use of nonlinearities such as a kinked money wage Phillips curve - representing
downward money wage rigidity - and Blanchard and Katz type (2000) error correction
mechanisms in both the WPC and the PPC in order to make the dynamics viable and
thus economically meaningful in the cases where the steady state is a repeller. Taking all
this together our general conclusion will then be that this framework not overcomes the
failures of the Neoclassical Syntheses, stage I and II, and thus also provides a coherent
alternative to the New Keynesia.n theory of the business cycle, the second attempc for a
Neoclassical Synthesis, as sketched in Gali (20()()).

I
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The figure 2 briefly provides a typical outcome of the dynamics if downwardly rigid
money wages are added to an explosive situation where the economy is not at all a
viable one and subject to immediate breakdown without such rigidity. If the money
wage Phillips curve is augmented by the assumption that. money wages CR.nrise I\S

described by it, but cannot fall, we get <L situation of a continuum of steady states (for
money supply growth M = n), due to zero root hysteresis, and then the stroug result
that the economy indeed converges rapidly to the situation of a stable depression, which
depends in its depth on the initial shock the economy was subject. to. if, by contrast,
money wages can fall, but will do so at most at the rate of for example 0.01, the steady
state remains uniquely determined (as shown in this paper) and - though surrounded
by strongly explosive forces - it is not totally unstable, due to the limit cycle situation
that is then generated by the operation of the floor to money wage declines. This type
of floor makes depressions much longer than recoveries, but avoids that. the economy
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Figure 2: Stable dupressions or persistent lluctuut.ionx through dowuwanllv rip)d money
wages (phase Ieugt.h approximately sixty y(~ars).

Summing up, our alternative Keynesian dynaiuir:s are based on dis-quilibrium in the
market. for goods and for labor. on sluggish adjustment of prices as well as wages and on



myopic perfect foresight interacting with certain economic climate expression - creating
the necessary inertia - with a rich array of dynamic outcomes that provide great poten-
tial for future generalizations. Some of these generalizations are considered in Chiarella,
Flaschel, Groh and Semmler (2000) and Chiarella, Fiaschel and Franke (2004). Our over-
all approach, a disequilibrium approach to business cycle modelling, provides a theoret-
ical framework within which to consider the contributions of authors such as Zarnowitz
(1999), who also stresses the dynamic interaction of many traditional macroeconomic
building blocks and the feedback mechanisms they are generating.
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The objective of this section is to consider, on the one hand, a modified version of the DAS-AD
dynamics of section 5 as it was proposed in Chiarella, Flaschel, Groh and Semmler (2003) in a
reply to Velupillai (2003) and to demonstrate, on the other hand, in a very detailed and also
new way propositions on asymptotic stability and Hopf bifurcations by a different approach
to the use of the Ronth-Hurwitz conditions for local asymptotic stability, ViTethereby provide
another set of sufficient conditions for such stability which supplement the ones of the section
5. The result here will be that we now have to choose the parameters 11.1, (iul, (J.rrm sufficiently
small and 11,21 (i{/ll in a certain middle range in order to get the stability propositions looked
for. Astonishingly enough a condition on the parameter f3}ll characterizing price flexibility, can
be completely avoided now.TOBIN, J. (1975): Keynesian models of recession and depression. A mericati Economic

Review, 65, 195 - 202, The model of section 5 is here changed, to the extent that we now ern ploy for the formation
of the investment climate the law of motion

TURNOVSKY, S. (1995): Methods of Macroeconomic Dynamics, Cambridge, MA: The

MIT Press, im = fi,m(p + j3 - r - E~'), in the place of im = f),m(p + j3 - r - Em),

VELUPILLAI, K. (2003): Book review, Journal of Economics, 78, 326 - 332,

YOSHIDA, H, and T, ASADA (2001): Dynamic Analysis of Policy La.g in a Keynes-
Goodwin Model Stability, Instability, Cycles and Chaos, Bielefeld University:
Center for Empirical Macroeconomics, Working Paper No, 21.

This however simply means that the weights with which past excess pr ofitahilities are aggre-
gated are now changed: as can be shown b.y way of integration of the t\VO laws of motion,
since

(I.-t,.) + fi,m j" ,,-d,m I/-,'),)"U ..

I."

ZARNOWITZ, V, (1999): Theom; and History Behind Business Cycles: A-re the 19908
the onset of a Golden Age? NBER Working paper 7010,
http://www.nber.org/papers/w7010,

is now simply replaced by:

Instead of an exponential weighting scheme we now use an unweight.ed aggregate of past
observation as measure of the investment climate in which the economy is operating.

6.1 The model

In this section we analyze mathernntically the five-dimensional macrodynamic mode'! that: is
obtained from the structural equations of the section 4 (including the above modification of
the model) anel that has already been briefly investigated in Chiarella, Flaschel, Groh, and
Semmler (2003). This model is represented - in its initial format - by the following sets
of algebraic and dynamic equations which appropriately transformed will provide us with an
autonomous system of five interdependent differential equations, The local asymptotic stability
properties of the model will be investigated in great detail in this section by making use of
the fact that the various adjustrnent speeds of the considered model (in fact ;3111' PpJ ,3-rrm, ,BErn)
allow to reduce the dynamics to cases (only one is considered here) where the Routh-Hurwitz
conditions can be considered and proved explicitly, while the higher dimensional cases RIP

then treated by continuity arguments with respect to the eigenvalues of the full dynamics.
This method of proof has been established in Chiarella and Flaschel (2000) and has since
then been used ill a variety of other cases, see for example Chiarella, Flaschcl, Franke and
Semmler (2002) for t.ypical examples. We call this approach to the stability investigation of
Iarge(r) macrodynamical systems the fJ-stability method for obvious reasons, Note here also
that this proof strategy generally gives rise t.o Hopf-bifurcations when some I)-adjustment
speeds become so large that local stability gets lost, giving rise to persistent fluctuations in
such situations.
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The static part of the equations is represented "" follows. The dynamic part of the equations is given as follows.

(22) j3w > 0, 0 < /'i,w < 1 (26)

,tip> 0, 0 <. "~JI < 1 (27)

(28)

(29)

PE'" = (l--wi~)YE'" = {l-wl1'(ld)}yc'" > 0, Pw = _ld < (J (23)

[= ill = n - i(E"') (30)

'I' = rillm = 1'.1-- P i\ - I' -}) - item) (:ll )

(24)
where a-"" = taediuui-tunu inHation climate, t- = ClIlTf'I1t risk premium 011 invcsnueut., n = L :....:
rat« 0_[ growth of' labor supply ( natural rare of growth) which is assumed to be constant, awol
J.t = AI = rate of growth of nominal mOHP.y supply which is assumed to be couxtnnt..

VC = ylyP(w) = Y(Em)lyP(w) = VC(Em,W) yP(w) given by solving

w = 1'(lP), yP = f(lP) (25)
6.2 Five-dimensional dynamical system

where Yem. = y'(Em), 'il::'" = i'(£71I), reTll = !J,.joc1n, Tm = ar/8m etc. The meanings of
the symbols are as follows:

y = YI K =actual gross output-capital ratio, i = I I K = j{ I K = rate of net investment (
rate of capital accumulation ), 9 = GIK = government expenditure - capital ratio ( fixed ),
t = TIK = tax - capital ratio ( fixed ), s = marginal propensity to save ( fixed, n < s < I

), 6 = rate of capital depreciation ( fixed, 0 o£ 6 o£ 1 ), Y = actual real gross output ( real
gross national income), [( = real capital stock, I = j{ = real net iuvestrnent., G = real
government expenditure, T = real tax, Em = investment climate, r = nominal rate of interest,
m = MI(pK) = real money balance per capital, M = nominal money supply, P = price level,
P = net rate of profit, w = wlp = real wage rate, w = nominal wage rate, ld = LdlK =
employment - capital ratio, Ld = labor employment, I = LI K = full - employment labor
intensity, L = labor supply, VI = rate of employment, yP = full capacity gross output-capital
ratio, VC = rate of capacity utilization.

We can derive Eq. (2) as follows. We can express the equilibrium condition for money market.
as m = h1y + h2{ro - r ), where the right hand side il'1 the linear real money demand function
per capital stock ( h, > O, h2 > 0, TO > 0 ). Solving this equation wit.h respect to r , we have
Eq. (2)

The system in the previous section can be reduced to the following nonlinear Jive-dimensional
system of differential equations.

( ii ) i= l{n - itEm)) '" }~(I,Em)

( iii ) Ii, = mill - 1:~~," {V/(em, I) - VI} - '-~~KW {V"(Em,W) - vel - r'" - i(E"')1

( iv ) Em = ;J,,,,[p(E"',W) - F(Em, m) + l:(~~",{VI(,"', I) FI}

It is assumed that output is demand-constrained, i.e., ld < [P, which mea us that j'(ld) >
!,(IP) = w because of the assumption of decreasing marginal productivity of labor, !"(l) < O.
This is the reason why we have P,= > 0 in Eq. (23). In this case, we also have y~ =
!'(/P)I j"(ld) <0, implying V"; > ° in Eq. (25). In the short run, Em, TTl, W and I are given
data, Correspondingly, y, 1', P, Vi, and VC are determined by the equations (22) - (25).
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(iii) i(£m) =n

(iv) "m = 1"- n

( v) p(£m, w) - r(£m, m) + I" - n = 0 (17)Next, let us consider how to derive these equations. First, we can rewrite equations (26) and
(27) in terms of the matrix notation as follows.

(32)

We shall write the vector of the equilibrium values as (w*, I.,m',£m*, "m.). "m. is uniquely
determined by Eq. (17)( iv ). Since i,m > 0, em. is uniquely determined by Eq. (17)( iii) if it
exists. We shall assume that £m. > 0 in fact exists. In this case, we obtain the unique I. > 0
substituting £m = em. into Eq. (17)( i). We can abo determine unique w* > 0 (if it exists)
by substituting £m = £m. into Eq. (17)( ii ), since Yw < O. Finally, we can determine unique
m' > 0 ( if it exists) by substituting £m = em. and w ~ w' into Eq. (17)( v ), since rm < O.Solving this equation, we obtain the following reduced form of 'v and I'·

(33)

The above analysis reveals that at most one long run equilibriuru point exists, ill other words.
there is no possibility of the existence of the multiple equilibria. In the next section, we
shall investigate the local stability / instability of the long run equilibrium point of this five-
dimensional systern by assuming that an economically meaningful long run equilibrium point
exists.

p= I
i'iw(VI - Vi) + (1- I<",)"W
I1p(V" - V') + (1 - I<p)"W

6.4 A five-dimensional analysis of local stability

(:14)

Vvrecan write the Jacobian matrix of the system (S'd which is evaluated at. the equilibrium
point as follows.

Substituting the equations (:13) and (:14) into the equality w = iiJ - P, we obtain Eq. (Stl( i ).
Eq. (SJl( ii ) follows from Eq, (:10). Substituting Eq. (:14) into the equations (:11), (29) and
(28), we have Eq. (SJl( iii ), ( iv ), and ( v ) respectively.

[ F"
1"12 o 1"1.1 0

0 0 0 /<2.'1 1I
J1= 1"31 }32 0 F:u F:i5 (:17)

{3,,,,G41 {i£,nG42 /3,,,,G4;' {3,,,,G,14 ii,,,,
,i3.",G'l /Jrrm(,'52 0 ,i37\rnG[l4 ()

6.3 Long run equilibrium solution

(35)

where 1"11 = a1"I/ow = - w.O,,() .. 'wI V' < 0, ['12
l-1'i.7>""ul (.:)

iJ1"I/o£m= 1-::' , {(1-1l")!3,,,V;m -!'l,(l··"",)V:m),
p ", (+) (+1

8F3/8w = ~1~1~3~", V~ < 0, Fa2 = 8F:1/0l = _.;r~I:'~:~:,~~l
p (+1 (-I

-1-::' ,)l<pI3w V;•. +(3p V,':.) < 0, F'I', = DF,J/D"m = -IT! ' 0,
p (+1 (+)

G42 = iJG4/iJI = 1 'p~ •. Vii < 0,
-K-pKIII (_)

PF;Jn -(hI Ye'" jh2) + 1-: "'w (",:p,[jw V;m +,L1p V;:,,), Grd = OGrJUw = l-~:f''''V~~ > O.
(+1 (+1 p (+1 (+) (+1

iJG,/iJI = I~P!'" Vii < 0, and G54 = DG,,(iJ€"' = 1-';. (,.,,11",Ii,!", +/1" V,'~,)> o.
K
p"" (_I P '" (+) (+1

j)FI/iIl = ujt,:~I;," Vii < 0, 1"14 =
H

/'2.j ~. ()F:,/a,.'" = -t i,,,, < 0, }ell =
(+)

> 0, Fa4 = fJF3/osm =

Next let us investigate the properties of the stationary solution ( long run equilibrium solution
) of the system (Sil which satisfies w = i=m = em = it'" = O. Substituting w = ir'" = 0 into
the equations (Sil( i ) ( v ), we have the following system of equations.

[
(1 -1<p)fJw -fJp(l - "w) ] [ Vi - i?1 ] = [ 0 ]
I<p(3w (3p Ve - Ve 0

O"t = aG4/iJw = o.: +l-~;II:'"V..;,
H (+)

G43 = iJG.';i),1I = 1/"2 > 0, G44 = oG4/fJsm =

The solution of this system of equations becomes VI - Vi = 0 and

Ve - V' = 0 because we have the following inequality.

G52 =

(:16) The sign pattern of the matrix .ft becomes as follows.

Therefore, we can characterize the long run equilibrium solution as follows.

(i )VI(£m, I) = [d(y{em»/I = Vi

( ii ) ve(£m, w) = y(em)/yP(w) = V'
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a4 =sum of all principal fourth-order minors of 1J

[

- - 0
000

signJI = - + 0
? - +
+ - 0 + ~]

(38)
0 0 1'2.' 0 PII 0 PI4 0

= !3,m(3n=
P32 0 P34 P35 + p,••(in,,, F:ll 0 F34 P35
G42 G43 G'14 1 G41 G4:3 G4,1 1
G52 0 G54 0 G51 0 G54 0

PH FI2 Pl4 () FH 1"12 () ()

+ii"m(jn"
() () F24 ()

+ (3 ••••
() (J () ()

G.l1 G.12 (),.I 1 F:ll FJ2 o F:~fi
G51 G52 (,'5.1 0 G51 G',2 o 0

F" Fi'2 () FI4

+iie ••. 0 (J o F24
J'\1 }<:'32 () F),4
G.ll G.'2 G'la G4.1

The characteristic equation of this system can be written as

(:39)

where each coefficient is given as follows.

(40)

az =sum of all principal second-order minors of J1

I Fl"
0 1'\"

I I P

II F'4 ()

I I F

li F12 (J

I)= 13,m{(3rr= (F24 G42 (hi j .~G." F!ll 1'34 1"15 - 1':',1 (:'11 G42 1

G',2 () () (',>I G',4 () (',>I G',2 0

+F21 I
1"11 1",2 ()

I)1"31 F32 ()

G4] G
'
2 C:.n

(41)

a3 =- ( BUIn of all principal third-order minors of Jl) (43)

I PH () 0 I I FH 1"14 ~ 1-8,= I ~32

0
1"

24
1

-13.= P31 () 1"35 - ii,m(3... G41 G44 () P34
G51 0 0 G51 G5'1 o G42 G.'3 0.1,1

-(i.m I ~12

() o 1- {ie••./i.m I ~'2

F21 o I I o 1"34 tl() 1'35 G'4 1 - (3,m(3... G'3 G44

G52 0 0 G52 G54 () () ,G54

Fll 1"12 o F1,j ()

() o () 1'2.1 o
as = - det J1 = -Ij.· •••(j.'" P31 F'I2 () F\., F:35

G41 0.'2 G'1:3 G.'.1 1
G"1 (.;52 () G54 ()

PH P12 () 0

--fie ••.li•...F:,.,G.131
1"11 1"12

P31 Pi'!. 0 1'\"
()

= -,6, ••.;3•••.1"24
G41 G.12 G.l:1 1

::;:-:0 P31 F:12 P35

GS1 G52 () (J
G'>I G5'2 ()

= fi,....{.i •••• J'2.1G.l:1FlO ( ~ 1"12G'>I + Fll G"2) ~ ",,(/1 •••., Ii.,,,» 0
(-) (+) (~) H (I) (-) (-)

(44)

Next, let us consider the conditions for local stability of the equilibrium point in this system.
It is well known that the Routh-Hurwitz conditions for stable roots in this five-dimensional
system can be expressed as follows ( cf. Gandolfo (1996) chap. 16 ).
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(i) ~I "" al > 0

(ii) ~2 "" I ~I

(iii)~3""lr:~ ::

Proposition 5

Suppose that the following; set of inequalities is satisfied at the parameter values /3e", = :J~",> 0
and 13,,= = o.

al a3 as 0

(iv) ~4 ""
1 a2 a4 0
0 a, a3 as
0 a2 a4

a3 as[
G2 (l4

1 a2 Then, a set of inequalities (~(;)( i) (v) is satisfied at fi, w

/i,", > 0

Proof.

= a4Li.:~ -I- ar,(aj(l4 -- a,'j - Q.2.6.2)O

a, a·3 as 0 0
1 a2 a. 0 0

(v) ~" "" 0 a1 a3 as 0 ~~ (t5.6..4 :> 0 (~(j)
0 1 a2 a. 0
0 0 a1 a3 ar;

We have the following; relat ionships at. [;'iE,,,, 3e"' ] = LI3~m. 01 hecausu a" (;i~m, 0) = O.

(i) 61 = alUi~mj

( ii ) 62 = al (li;'m)a2(1i;'m, 0) - ""Ui;'"" 0)

(iii) 6" = ""Ui;',,,,O).6., a,(li:J,,,)'a'l(/i~m,O)

It is easy to see that two inequalities al > 0 and as > 0 are a set of necessary condit.ions for
the local stability of this system. The condition ari > 0 is always satisfied because of Eq. (44).
However, al depends on the value of the parameter 13Em because of Eq. (40). Furthermore, we
can see that G44 is an increasing function of the sensitivity of the money demand with respect
to the nominal rate of interest ( h2 ), and we have lim G44 = -00, lim GH:-- O. The

h2-O h'r--t+0G

following proposition follows from this fact.

Proposition 4

We can easily see from these relat.ionships that four conditions 6j -. 0 (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are
satisfied at [13,00,,3,00] = 1!3~""O] if a set. of inequalities (46) an' satisfied, because we have
<l4Ui~""O) = 13~m F2.,UdFII F:12-1"12F:ll)O. It is clear that four inequalities 6) > 0 (j =

1-) (+) I-I I+i (-I (-) .

1,2,3,4) are also satisfied at. ;J"- Tn = /3~m for all suflicie-utl y small /j-;;", Co 0, because each
coefficient is the coutinuous funct.iou of the parameter (J-rr'", TIl(' iuequalit.y L3.,o} > U is also
satisfied at ,(j~:", ~-" ,(j~l",for all sullicient.ly small f1'Tr'" > 0, la'cause W(~ IlIwt~ a[,(jJ;)m, /Jr.m) > (J if
(I,,,, .> O.Suppose th"t h2 is so large that G.4 > 0. Then, the equilibrium point.. of the system (S,) is

locally unstable if the inequality

(J,m :> - 1",I/ G"
(-) (+)

(45)

Proposition 5 in.phos that the equilibrium point of the system (5'1) iH locully asymptotically
stable at (3£nt = rJ~m > 0 for all suflicient ly small {37(m > U if a set of incquuliries (.:to) is satisfied.
In the next section, W(~shall show that these inequalities ill fact correspond to t ln- exact local
stability conditions of a degeneratpd four-dimensional system.

is satisfied.

Proof. If the inequality (45) is satisfied, we have ILl < 0, which violates one 6,5 Local stability and HopfBifurcations in a degenerated four-
dimensional system, and implications for the 5D dynamics

of the Routh-Hurwitz conditions for stabie roots.

This propositiou implies that. the SYSb~1I1 h{~C(JlTIeS dynamically unstable if tlu- value» of tlit'
parameters 112 and {3€m are sufficiently larp;p, This proposit.ion provides us ; suJ.licil'1/,[ eonditicu
for local tnstability. On the other hand, the folluwing proposition provides us all interest.ing
set of sufficient conditions for the local stabUity.

I1 i:-; easy to see thut t.he charartl'J"ist.ic equation (:3!J) Il(,CfJIIIC~;as follows as ,d-rr'" ~ O.

147)

where h is the followiug (4x4) suhmatr ix of t.he (5x5) matrix .l-:
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h=

Eq. (47) has a root A = 0, and other four roots are determined by the following equation.

where eaeh coefficient becomes as follows.

In these expressions, A, B, C, D, and E are constants which are given as follows.

A - _ F - wpp(l- Kw) Ve > 0. - (~!- 1- KpKw (.:J '

B = G44 = PEm -(hj YEm /h2) + __ I__ (KpPw vi", +Pp VE~")'
(?) (+) (+) 1 - KpKw (+) (+)

C = Fll G44 - FI4 G41 - F24 G42 - F34 G43
H (?) (',) (?) (-) H (-)(+)

___ w__ {(I_ Kp)(Jw Vim -pp(l- Kw) V;;,,}(Pw +~ V~)
1 - KpKw (+) (+) (_) - KpKw (+)

(.l(.l w{3 (1-" )K
_ "'w [(1 _ ) v,IZ' ( +__"_)'_ Ve) + p ·w P Ve WI i m I- --- W Itp l tern Pw w _ w I ~

1- KpKw (_) (+) (-J 1- KpKw (+) 1- Kp"w (+) (_) (+)

37

(48)

=~H
- l-K,pt\,w '

(49)
E = F24 G43(FII F32 - FI2 F31)

(-) (+) (-) (+) (-) (-)

rnw(Jp(Jw (/ ). {( ) V" v,1 ( ) I C}= ( )2 1 h2 hEm - 1 - Kw "P Em I - 1 - ~'P Vi Vw > O.
1- "p"w (+) (+) (_) (_) (+)

(54)

(50) In fact, Eq. (49) is identical to the characteristic equation of a degenerated four-dimensional
system, which we can construct by freezing the inflation climate jTm at the equilibrium level
J1. - n in the system (3d( i ) - ( iv). For simplicity, we shall call this degenerated four-
dimensional system as the system (32)'

We can express the Routh-Hurwitz conditions for stable roots in this four-dimensional system
as follows ( cf. Gandolfo (1996) chap. 16 ).

(51)

(52)

(53)

(i) <1>1 == bl > 0

(ii) <1>2 = I bl ba I = b1b2 - b3 > 0- 1 b2

(iii) <1>3 == I
b1 b3 0
1 b: b4 I 2 b b '1 2= b3<1>, - b1 b4 = 1 2b3 - bib4 - b3 > 0
0 b1 ba

b1 ba 0 0

( iv) <1>" == 1 h b4 0 = b4<1>3 > 0 (38)
0 b1 ba 0
0 1 b2 b4

A set of inequalities (38) is equivalent to the following set of conditions.

(55)

Remark 1

A set of inequalities (55) automatically implies the inequality b: > O.

By the way, the inequality b4 > 0 is always satisfied for all pE'" > O. Therefore, the exact local
stability conditions of the system (82) can be reduced to the following three inequalities as far
as (JEm > O.

(56)

It is important to note that a set of inequalities (56) is exactly the same as a set of conditions
(46). Now, we can easily obtain the following proposition.
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Proposition 6

The equilibrium point of the system (82) is locally unstable for all 130m > 0 if either of the
inequalities C < 0 or D < 0 is satisfied.

Proof.

If C < 0, we have b2 < 0 for all 13.m > 0, which violates one of the Routh-Hurwitz conditions
for stable roots. If D < 0, we have ba < 0 for all 13.m > 0, which also violates one of the
conditions for stable roots.

This proposition implies that both of the inequalities C > 0 and D > 0 are necessary conditions
for the local stability of the system (52)' We can see from Eq. (54) that these conditions are
satisfied if the value of the parameter h2 ( sensitivity of the money demand with respect to
the changes of the nominal rate of interest ) is sufficiently small.

By the way, we have the following relationships from Eq. (54) ( A > 0 is independent of the
changes of the parameter ,8w ).

(61)

These two inequalities mean that the value of the parameter ha is not too large. That is to
say, Assumption 1 is equivalent to the following set of inequalities.

max[T, WI < l/h2 < Q (62)

This set of inequalities is meaningless unless

max[T, WI < Q. (63)

B(O) "" lim B = pom -(hI Yo'" /(2) + ~ v;.cm
fJw-O (+) (+) 1 - I<pl<w (+)

(57)
The inequality (63) will in fact be satisfied if the value of the parameter h] (sensitivity of the
money demand wit.h respect to the changes of the real inc.orne ) is sufficiently small, since we
have lim Q = +00, lim T < +00, and W < +00. The small h] means the mild slope of the

h\----tO n.l--+O

LM curve ( see Eq. (2) ). To sum up, Assumption 1 will in fact be satisfied if h] is relatively
small and h2 is at the intermediate level.

C(O) "" lim C = __ 13_P_[w(1 - I<w){ - Po'" +(h] Yom /h2) - __ 13_p_ V;;"
11",-0 1 - "'pl<w (+) (+) 1 - "'pl<w (+)

+ V;"'(Pw +~ V;)} + m Voc
m(l/h2)]

(+) (_) - i<pi<w (+) (+)
(58) Under Assumption 1, we have

B > 0, C> O,and D > 0 (47)

We shall study the local stability of the equilibrium point of the four-dimensional system (52)
under the following assumption.

Assumption 1.

for all sufficiently small (3w > O. In this case, we can simplify a set of local stability conditions
as follows.

B(O) > 0, 0(0) > O,and H > O.

The condition B(O) > 0 implies that

0<13.", < A/ B, 'h > 0 (64)

'We can write the function q,a as follows.

(59)

This means that the value of the parameter lvz is not too small. The conditions 0(0) > 0 and
H > 0 imply the following two inequalities.

= -B(OD + BE)13:m + {(AO - D)D + 2ABE}13;m - A2E13om (65)

+m v~<;,,}"" T (60)
(+)

Suppose that 13w > 0 is so small that a. set of inequalities (64) is satisfied. Since q,3(0) = 0
and q,~l(O)= -A2E < 0, we have q,a < 0 for all sufficient small (3,m > O. This observation
implies that the equilibrium point of this system becomes locally unstable for all sufficient
small (3,,,, > O. On the other hand, we already know that the system becomes unstable for
all (3,m > A/B. Therefore, we have the instability result for very small as well as very large
13,m. If (Jom = 0, the investment climate does not move, i. e., £m = £m(O) for all time. In this
case the movement of I is governed by the equation i= I {n - i(£m(o))}, so that I continues to
increase or continues to decrease unless n = i(£m(o)). Obviously, this means instability, and
this property applies also for sufficiently small 130m> O. On the other hand, the instability of
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the system in case of the large adjustment parameter can be interpreted as an 'overshooting'
phenomenon. Next, let us investigate whether the stable region exists at the intermediate
range of the adjustment parameter values or not.

The equation <1">3(13,=)= 0 has the following three roots.

(i)l3~m=O

AI B _ f32= = D{ (AC - D) - ,j(AC - D)2 - 4ABE}
, 2B(CD+BE) (69)

which becomes to be positive for sufficiently smalll3w > O.

We can obtain the following important proposition from the above observations.

Proposition 7

{(AC - D)D + 2ABE} - D,j(AC - D)2 - 4ABE
2B(CD+BE)

Suppose that I3w > 0 is sufficiently small. Then, under Assumption 1, there exist the
parameter values f3~mand ,6;m such that 0 < (3~m< (3;m which satisfy the following properties.

( i ) The equilibrium point of the degenerated four-dimensional system (82) is locally asymptot-
ically stable for a1l6,m E (l3~m, l3;m), and it is locally unstable for all (3,m E (0, /3~m)U((3;=, +00).

( ii ) The equilibrium point of the original five-dimensional system (Sd is locally asymptotically
stable for all sufficiently small /3"m > 0 if l3,m E (8~m, (3;00)'

( iii) The equilibrium point of the original five-dimensional system (81) is locally unstable for
all sufficiently small ,8em > 0 if (3,00 E (0, l3~m) U (8;00, +00).

Proof.

( ... ) ,,2 _ {(AC-DjD+2ABE}+Dy'(AC-D)'-4ABE (50)
111 1-',= - 2B(CD+BE)

An interval with <1">3 > 0 exists in the region (3,m E (0, +00) if and only if i3~m and /3;00 are
real roots such that 0 < /3~m < /3;=. ,Ve can prove that in fact that is the case if the value of
the parameter /3w > 0 under Assumption 1.

'We can easily see that the following properties are satisfied.

D(O) '= lim D = 0
(3w~O

(66)
( i ) ,Ve already know from the above observations that there exist the parameter values (3~m
and /3;m such that 0 < l3~oo < l3;m with the following properties if the relevant assumptions
are satisfied. (22) For all 13,00 E (i3~m, /3;00), we have both of <1">3 > 0 and 0 < (3,m < AlB, so
that all of the Routh-Hurwitz conditions for stable roots of the system (82) are satisfied. (2)
For all /3,m E (0, i3~m)U (13;=, +00), we have 'I>:J< 0, so that at least one of the Routh-Hurwitz
conditions of the system (82) is violated.

( ii ) If i3,m E ((3~m,(3;m), all of the inequalities (46) are satisfied, so that we can apply the
result of Proposition 5.

( iii )If ,8,m E (0,(3~m) U (l3;m, +00), the characteristic equation (47) has at least one root with
positive real part. In this ease, the characteristic equation (39) also has at least one root with
positive real part for all sufficiently small i3n= > 0 by continuity.

By the way, at the points i3e= = (3~m and (Jem = (3;m, we have the following properties.

E(O) '= lim E = 0
(3w~O

(67)

lim (AC - D) = AC(O) > O.
(3w~O

(68)

In this case, i3i= and 13;00in Eq. (50) become to be the real roots such that 0 < (j~m < /3;m for
sufficient small (3w > 0, because of the inequalit.y (68) and the fact that lim (ABE) = O. This

/3,,,----tO

situation is illustrated in figure 3.

(70)

This means that at these points the 'simple' Hopf Bifurcations occur in the four-dimensional
system (S2) ( as for the mathematical proof, see Liu (1994), Yoshida and Asada (2001), or
Asada and Yoshida (2002) ). The 'simple' Hopf Bifurcation is the particular type of the Hopf
Bifurcation at which all the characteristic roots except a pair of purely imaginary ones have
negative real parts. In other words, at these points the characteristic equation (49) has a pair
of purely imaginary foots and two roots with negative real parts.

Figure 3: The parameter <1>3 as a function of ,6,m.'
Furthermore, we can observe that there is no other Hopf Bifurcation point in this system
because of the following reason. Asada and Yoshida (2002) proved that both of the conditions
b4 f' 0 and '1>3 = 0 are necessary conditions for the occurrence of the Hopf Bifurcation,
whether it is simple or non-simple, in the four-dimensional system. The point i3,m = 0 is the
only other point which satisfies <I">= 0, but at that point we have b4 = O. Therefore, the

Furthermore, we can show that
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point 13,m = 0 is not the Hopf Bifurcation point. These analysis leads us to the following final
important proposition, which establishes the existence of the cyclical fluctuation in both of the
degenerated system and the original system.

Proposition 8.

( i ) There exist some non-constant periodic solutions of the degenerated four-dimensional
system (82) at some parameter values (fErn> 0 which are sufficiently close to r3~", ( i = 1, 2 )
which are defined in Proposition 7.

( ii ) At the parameter values (3,.",0 which arc sufficiently close tiJ

fJ:.m ( i = 1, 2 ) which are defined in Proposition 7, the chnruccer-ist ic equation (39) of the
original five-dimensional system (51) has a pair of complex roots for all sufficiently small
(3rr'" > O.

Proposition 8 ( ii ) follows from the continuity of the characteristic roots with respect to
the changes of the coefficients of the characteristic equation. This proposition establishes the
existence of the cyclical fluctuation in the original five-dimensional nonlinear dynamicai system
(5,).

Remark 2.

If we CIJ ..11 find a parameter value PF"" ;:;;: ,jj~:", * .>0 at which all of t.he conditions 6..) :> (J (

i = 1, 2, 3 ), 6.,j = 0, ~~lUj£m) 7-: () are satisfied, 'we can establish LIte existence of a (simple)
Hopf I3ifurcation in the original five-dimensional system ( cf. Lin (1994)). In this case, we can
establish the existence of the closed orbit in the original five-dimensional S:ystCID. (Ill fact,
we also need another condition as > 0, but this condition is always satisfied in this model. )
However, the existence of the closed orbit ( existence of a pair of purely imaginary roots) is
not necessary for the existence of the cyclical fluctuation. Rather, the existence of a, pair of
complex roots is enough for the existence of the cyclical movement.


